In the optimum gradient procedure for solving the system of linear equations (1) Ax = b the choice of metric is arbitrary. In this note we consider a comparison of metrics induced by certain matrix functions of A in terms of rapidity of convergence.
A is an «-square, nonsingular, complex matrix, x and b are complex, column w-vectors, z* is the conjugate transpose of z,\(A) denotes an arbitrary eigenvalue of A, and Xm(^4) and \m(A) are the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of A respectively when all \(A) are real. In this case we denote by Ia the closed
If R is a positive-definite Hermitian (p.d.h.) matrix define (2) \\z\\l = z*Rz. (i) let x0 be arbitrary, (ii) set x*+i = x*-a*z* where z*=Bxk -c and a* is the optimum a in direction z* at x*. From (5) we see that This last inequality is due to L. V. Kantorovich [3] , and is proved by maximizing the function ( E^*mm( E a* Uk), subject to the restraint ±ul=l. Rf defines a metric as in (2) since \p(\(A))9*0. Define Proof. From (7) and (8) Substituting in the last inequality of (12) yields ) and finally
The monotonicity of fi implies (13) and the left side of (12) We may remark that for 5 = 1
(1 + Pad)* it is necessary that ju0^l/4.
